This paper presents the fabrication of homogeneous and heterogeneous breast phantoms for experimental breast cancer detection use. The phantoms were developed for UWB imaging technique. The fabrication materials were affordable and the process was minimal. Experiments showed that the use of these phantoms was successful.
INTRODUCTION
When investigating the feasibility of clinical breast cancer detection and diagnosis using UWB imaging, it is important to conduct a good experimental step that validates such diagnosis method. The experimental work is conducted by constructing breast phantoms with proper materials that exhibit dielectric properties as close as to the real breast tissue.
The principle feature in UWB imaging is the contrast in dielectric property between normal breast tissues and tumor tissue [1] [2] . The dielectric property consists of conductivity and permittivity. To conduct a successful breast cancer detection experiment, it is necessary to mimic the breast tissues (e.g., skin, fatty tissue, glandular tissue etc.) as close as possible. Constructing breast phantoms with exact dielectric property values may not be easy using affordable materials, cost and labor. However, the most important factor is the dielectric contrast ratio between these tissues [1] [3] .
There have been many studies about construction of breast phantom for UWB imaging [1] [4]- [7] . Many of them show good performance while others suffer from few drawbacks. These works are based on cylindrical containers filled with materials of homogeneous nature [4] . Tumors were constructed using materials in spherical shape of higher dielectric property. One drawback of these constructions is that most of them when constructed to conduct UWB imaging experiment they were simplified works which do not mimic closely the real breast characteristics. Another important concern is the breast phantom shape and size. Most of the proposed phantoms lack of realistic shape and size [8] . Some other limiting factors can be recognized in fabrication high cost, inflexibility design and complicated fabrication process. This paper presents the development and fabrication of homogenous and heterogeneous breast phantoms in the UWB frequency range (3.1-10.6 GHz). The proposed heterogeneous phantom complies with the composition of class 2 defined by the American College of Radiology, since the majority of women of age 40 and above has breast fatty tissue greater than 50% [9] .
The rest of the paper is as follows: section 2 presents the breast phantom construction materials and shapes follows by results and discussion then a conclusion is presented.
BREAST PHANTOMS MATERIALS CONSTRUCTION
While the dielectric property contrast ratio in important, the reported ratios were varied among different research studies [7] [10]- [13] . The water content is the controlling factor of the dielectric property in different breast tissues [10] [12] [14] . We used this concept to create various breast phantom materials by mixing water and wheat flour to mimic different tissues. The dielectric property value can be varied and controlled by changing the water to wheat flour mixture ratio. The dielectric property measurements of different materials were done using Agilent N5230A VNA and HP 85070B dielectric coaxial probe as show in Figure 1 . The VNA is calibrated first then the probe is calibrated using the three standards: open (probe open to air), short (connected to short circuit) and deionized water. Figure 2 shows the permittivity of water and wheat flour mixture at UWB frequency range (3.1 to 10.6 GHz.) while Figure  3 shows the conductivity. 
Tumor Construction
There are two types of tumor: malignant and benign. An important indicator to distinguish between the two types is the tumor viscosity [15] We constructed tumor by mixing wheat flour and water. The desired dielectric property can be chosen by selecting the water to wheat flour ratio. An example of benign tumor can be constructed by mixing 3.51 g of water and 10 g of wheat flour to form water to flour ratio of 35.1% with dielectric property as shown in Figures 2 and 3 . Some other examples of tumors are shown in Table I . 
Homogeneous and Heterogeneous Phantoms
We found that pure petroleum jelly (Vaseline) can be used to mimic a homogeneous breast fatty tissue. In spite of its low dielectric property, it forms with tumor constructed with 55.3% water to flour ratio an acceptable contrast ratio which is 1:8.8 at 6
GHz. Skin dielectric property should be some value between dielectric property values of both breast fatty tissue and tumor tissue. Glass has permittivity of 3-10 which is in the acceptable range [19] . So a glass in hemispherical shape with 100 (mm) diameter, 50 (mm) height and 1.6 (mm) thickness is used as the breast phantom skin. The glass is lossless material. The lossless effect is minimal since it is only 1.6 (mm) think. Figure 7 shows the homogeneous phantom while Table II shows the materials and its dielectric property. To mimic heterogeneous tissue, we added some materials that mimic glandular tissue. We could choose appropriate dielectric property values for glandular tissues since these tissues have varied permittivity but usually is higher than the fatty tissue [4] . It is possible to create glandular with suitable dialectic property by choosing the water to wheat flour mixture with proper ratio. We decided to add two different materials to the petroleum jelly to make the breast phantom as heterogeneous as possible. The two materials are soy oil and 25.5 % water to wheat flour mixture which gives more than twice the fat permittivity. Figure 5 shows the materials before mixing while Figure 6 shows the heterogeneous breast phantom. The quantities and dielectric property are shown in Table III and Figures 7 and 8. 
Other Possible Materials
The dielectric property ratio of the homogeneous phantom becomes (fat:skin:tumor) 1:(1.25-4.1):8.8 at 6 GHz respectively. For heterogeneous breast phantom, the construction is similar to the homogeneous phantom with the exception that the breast glandular tissue is mimicked using mixture of petroleum jelly, soy oil and 25.5% water to wheat flour ratio. Other materials also can be used to mimic these tissues. For example, breast fatty tissue can be mimicked using mixture of water and wheat flour with proper ratio that makes it with higher dielectric property. Then tumor can be mimicked using beef which has acceptable permittivity and conductivity values as shown in Figures 9 and 10 . If a permittivity ratio between breast fatty tissue and tumor of 1:2.2 at 6 GHz. is required, then breast tissue can be mimicked by choosing water to flour 55.3% while the tumor can be mimicked using a small piece of beef. If we want a ratio of 1:6.6, then the water to flour 55.3 can be replaced by ratio of 25.5% as shown in Figs. 9 and 10. 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The presented breast phantoms were built for immediate use. However, longevity measurements of the used materials show that they keep an acceptable dielectric property values over time as shown in Figures 11 and 12 . We did 3 dielectric property measurements of the water and wheat flour mixture for a period of 10 days. The water and wheat flour mixture of 55.3% were mixed and divided into 4 pieces. The dielectric property of one piece of the mixture was immediately measured. The rest were covered with thin layer of petroleum jelly to preserve the water content as possible. These pieces were kept in a plastic container with proper cover and put in refrigerator at 5o c. The measurements were done for two of the three samples. For each measurement, the sample was taken out of the refrigerator and within 30 minutes its dielectric property was measured. The plastic container was put back in the refrigerator for the next measurement and so on. Figure 13 shows the mixture at day 8. Some inconsistency can be noticed in Figures 11 and 12 . This could be due to water migration between different parts in the same sample which affects the measurements. However, the tolerance is acceptable since the exact dielectric property value is not a critical issue. For example, the reduction in permittivity at 6 GHz. is about 27% since it reduced from 19 to 13.9. The glass and petroleum jelly dielectric property values do not change with the time. Further longevity study is under investigation. Both phantoms were used in breast cancer detection experimentation and showed very encouraging results with 100% tumor existence detection rate [8] . 
CONCLUSION
Fabrication of homogeneous and heterogeneous breast phantoms was presented in this paper. Using simplified and affordable materials such as petroleum jelly, water and wheat flour mixture and glass, the phantoms development was successful in the UWB frequency range. The developed phantoms were costly effective, flexible, dielectric property controllable and in adequate shape and size. The fabrication process was at the minimum attempt.
